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Finance Report 
Summary of Branch Finances 1/01/11 – 31/12/11 
 
As stated in the attached auditor’s report the Branch is in a healthy financial position with 
three term deposits and two working accounts. One of the working accounts No 446740855 
was opened to facilitate seeding funds for the 2013 MA Conference which MA ACT Branch 
is hosting. With changes to the administrative of funds that will be outlined later this account 
will not be needed. 
 
For the reporting period 1/1/11 – 31/12/11, the Branch recorded a negative operating result 
of $1,786.64 compared to a slightly smaller negative result for the last reporting period 
1/01/10–31/12/10 of $1,136.98. This trend continues the Committees intention to support 
more programs and events for members and the museum community and making available 
seeding funds for 2013 MA conference. 
 
Factors affecting the operating result in 2011 include: 

 Continued program and event expenditure for members 

 Continued Branch sponsorship of events like the Imagine Awards and bursaries for 
the national MA conference 

 Travel support for representation at Museums Australia Council meetings 

 Seeding funds required for 2013 MA conference - $5,000 to secure venue 
reservation 

 
In 2011, apart from the seeding funds for 2013, the Branch’s major areas of expenditure 
were functions/catering and speakers fees totaling $5,638.61. This is slightly higher than 
2010 ($5447.09). Again we have been fortunate that there was some in-kind support for 
catering of events by institutions and Branch Committee members and this reduced the cost 
of catering and associated costs for some events. 
 
Overall the branch is in a good financial position and forward looking revenue and 
expenditure commitments make the branch viable into the foreseeable future. It should be 
noted that although income from membership income has increased slightly from $7,332.58 
in 2010 to $8,614.13 in 2011, sustaining and growing membership is an ongoing issue. We 
ask all members to encourage colleagues to either join or renew outstanding memberships. 
 
The Branch will transfer administration of its finances to Museum Australia National Office 
from 2012 onwards as an efficiency measure. Other state branches and SIGs have done this 
successfully and still retain control of the funds without having to be responsible for the 
increasingly complex administrative processes. 
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